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Administration
Angela Bernheisel continued in the position of Forest Manager for her eighth year,
Colin Noyes worked as Assistant Forest Manager in his fifth year in the position, and
half-time Office Technician Anna Cameron completed her eleventh year at the forest.
Forestry Aide Marco De Anda completed his third season at the end of March and later
took a position as a Forestry Assistant II for the CAL FIRE San Diego Unit. Forestry Aide
Traci Bond completed her first season in mid-February, and new Forestry Aide hire,
Victoria Thek worked a short term from August to mid-December before returning to Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo to finish her degree in Forestry. Retired Annuitant Sean Adams
worked in the forest part-time between October and December to assist with projects,
including working with the Ben Lomond Conservation Camp Crews and State-funded
engine crews on fuel reduction projects. Adams had experience at the forest as a CZU
CAL FIRE Captain as recently as 2018 and previously as a Forestry Aide in 1994.
Bernheisel continued serving as part of the Unit Management Team, led by Unit
Chief Ian Larkin, and held Unit Duty Chief coverage on a rotating schedule. She
continued creating agendas and meeting minutes as she had since 2013. As part of the
Unit Management Team, she met with Northern Region Chiefs at the Unit Headquarters
in July. Members of the Management Team also toured fire roads and infrastructure with
the Santa Cruz Water Department in mid-July.
Bernheisel also continued to serve as the Unit Public Information Officer (PIO) and
created news releases, provided interviews, and arranged for fire prevention news
stories for local media. She regularly updated CZU Twitter and SDSF Facebook pages
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throughout the year. In July, she completed the tedious task of migrating over 600
public and media contacts from the previous application for Unit news releases and
incident updates, Constant Contact, into a Google Group. The summer of 2019 was busy
for media activity with several prescribed burns and fuel reduction projects in the Unit,
and Bernheisel spent more time coordinating media interest in fire weather, incidents,
and the Public Safety Power Shutoffs of Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E).
In June, Noyes participated in the Forestry Aide Job Analysis in Sacramento to
assist with defining task requirements for the position, including delineating the
differences for Defensible Space Inspectors Forestry Aides. In the fall, Bernheisel and
Noyes participated along with Unit Resource Management staff in the interview and
selection process for a new position in the Unit, an Environmental Scientist. New hire
Matthew Mosher began work in November and assisted with trail work and botanical
projects at SDSF. Bernheisel was also a part of the hiring process for a new Information
Officer for the CAL FIRE/San Mateo County Fire Department and served on the interview
panel for a Forest Health Program Specialist at the Santa Cruz Resource Conservation
District. Noyes and Thek visited Cal Poly San Luis Obispo in December to promote
Forestry Aide positions with the Department.
During the week of October 22-29 while Bernheisel served as Duty Chief, there
were several deployments of Unit staff to the Kincade Fire in the Sonoma-Lake-Napa
Unit and an extended attack wildland fire within the Unit that made for one of the
busiest weeks of the year for incident activity and regional coordination. Noyes was
assigned to the Kincade Fire for ten days as a Suppression Repair Specialist. There were
also Public Safety Power Shutoffs in October that affected the forest office, and forest
staff worked while the office operated on generator power but without internet or cell
phone service.
Bernheisel served her third year as a member of the Santa Cruz Mountains
Stewardship Network (SCMSN) along with CZU Unit Forester Rich Sampson. She
attended their regular convenings and salons, a special workshop about prescribed fire
in April, and another about regional trails in September. She was part of their Invasive
Species Team that focused on weed management and sponsored a workshop. The
SCMSN funded a group subscription to the Cal Flora Weed Manager application for
members to use, and Bernheisel completed the training to use it. She also joined their
Fire and Forest Health Team in December. Noyes participated in the SCMSN effort to
create a regional trails map for San Mateo and Santa Cruz Counties by meeting with GIS
technicians from governmental agencies and private conservation groups to plan and
discuss how the map could be used for prioritizing needs in the area. This Trails Team
met several times during the year.
The SCMSN is a region-wide and cross-sector collaboration comprised of 19
organizations including local, state, and federal agencies, nonprofits, academia,
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business, community, and tribal groups (Santa Cruz Mountains Stewardship Network).
The manager of the network, Dylan Skybrook, led a collaborative effort to fund a
mapping project for Santa Cruz and Santa Clara Counties based on a similar project in
Sonoma (Sonoma County Vegetation and Habitat Mapping Program). A funding meeting
was held with stakeholders and potential supporters for the vegetation map and
landscape database project for both counties at the Loma Prieta Community Center on
August 13. In November, Bernheisel and Unit Chief Larkin represented CAL FIRE and
Santa Cruz County Fire at a meeting focused on providing information about the regionwide mapping project to county supervisors, department managers and other staff.
Presentations were provided by the SCMSN and the Golden Gate National Parks
Conservancy, and the County committed to supporting the project with funding.
Skybrook applied for additional funding from the CAL FIRE Fire Prevention Grants.
Bernheisel continued to co-lead the Coastal Region Prioritization Group (CRPG) of
the California Forest Management Task Force (FMTF) with Tony Martinez of the US
Forest Service, until he left for a fire assignment in Australia in December. The CRPG
was assembled to increase collaboration and to prioritize projects in the coastal region
that included areas from the East Bay to San Luis Obispo County. Bernheisel took on the
majority of the work by coordinating members, bi-monthly conference calls and inperson meetings, providing summaries of the discussions, giving updates to the FMTF,
creating surveys for members, and categorizing the responses. She attended the FMTF
meeting in March in Sacramento to provide updates from the coastal group and
continued to participate in the FMTF webinars. The CRPG held its first in-person meeting
in July in Milpitas with a focus on the region-wide vegetation mapping project for wildfire
risk assessment, a similar effort to the Sonoma County mapping project mentioned
above. Meeting summaries were posted to the FMTF Regional Groups webpage
(https://fmtf.fire.ca.gov/regional-prioritization-groups/coastal/

Panoramic view of the forest from the Summit area
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Throughout the year, Bernheisel met with the Santa Cruz County Weed
Management Area group and presented information from CAL FIRE. Bernheisel met with
The Stewards of Soquel Forest representative Thom Sutfin in the summer regarding
their effort, along with the Santa Cruz Mountain Alliance, to support better access and
public education facilities at SDSF. Bernheisel and Noyes attended the State Forest
Managers meeting in Sacramento in December.
Bernheisel continued to support the Donald Barr land donation to CAL FIRE. CAL
FIRE Tech Services prepared a Budget Change Proposal for acquisition funding to cover
the Department of General Services costs of accepting the donation, but the Department
of Finance decided to not take it forward in 2019 since the intervening parcel was not
ready to commit to providing access across to the SDSF boundary.

Planning for construction of a new Forest Office and Soquel Fire Station continued
in 2019. Technical Services staff visited the site in September to meet with
representatives from PG&E.
The move to using the Financial Information System for California (Fi$Cal) entailed
many hours of trial and error for forest staff, even with the training sessions provided to
the Unit. The new procurement process presented challenges and created a huge
additional work load. The contracts and agreements previously in place took several
months to be processed by Business Services Office and IT into workable purchase
orders, and payments to vendors were consequently delayed. Purchasing under yearend accounting deadlines and new detailed requirements for budget management
created additional workload for forest staff in Fi$Cal along with tracking challenges.
The copy machine for the forest office was replaced after the previous one broke
down and was not repairable. The request for a replacement was made before the IT
year-end purchasing deadline in April, and a new Sharp copier was delivered mid-June.
Once a phone line that was damaged between the pole and public road was repaired by
AT&T in June, for the first time ever forest staff had the capability to scan, print, copy
and fax in color and black-and-white on three sizes of paper using one machine.
As part of a new CAL FIRE website created in July, a new SDSF webpage was set
up, and many documents needed to be converted over to the new format.
The total precipitation recorded at the forest weather station for calendar year
2019 was 64.3 inches. The months with the highest rainfall were January (13.9”) and
February (20.3”). The weather station was maintained under a contract, and weather
data was available online at Soquel Demonstration State Forest weather underground
website, and at the site hosted by Western Weather Soquel Demonstration State Forest
weather website.
Forest vehicles included: a 2018 Dodge 2500 (D1707 Bernheisel), a 2017 Dodge
2500 (F1793 Noyes), a 2016 Ford F-150 that was assigned to forest staff including the
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Forestry Aides (F1796), a 2014 Yamaha Grizzly 450 ATV, a 1992 Built Rite utility trailer,
a second utility trailer, a new Bandit 150XP chipper that replaced the nonfunctioning
chipper from several years before, and two federal excess vehicles: a refurbished
Kawasaki mule UTV, and a Yamaha Big-Bear ATV. The new chipper was used for fuel
reduction work at repeater sites in the Unit in May before being available for forest
projects including roadside fuel reduction.

Replacement Chipper, a Bandit 150XP

Fire Prevention
Bernheisel, Noyes, Bond and De Anda worked with Ben Lomond Conservation
Crews and SRA-funded project engines throughout the year on fuel management
including shaded fuel breaks along Hihn’s Mill Road, Amaya Creek Road, Comstock Mill
Road and Sulphur Springs Road. The crews completed chipping, brushing, pulling broom,
pile burning, and clearing water bars, ditches, and slides from winter storms that
blocked forest roads.
Bernheisel coordinated an agreement with the California Conservation Corps for
their crews to work on fuel reduction projects along forest roads under a grant-funded
program. The crews worked for three weeks in the fall and completed 13.5 acres of
chipping and shaded fuel break work along 2.25 miles of roads in 15 days of work.
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Fuel break work along Sulphur Springs Road
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Monterey Bay CCC Crew #1

Monterey Bay CCC Crew #1 at SDSF
In a 45-Day Report to Governor Gavin Newsom in response to Executive Order N05-19, CAL FIRE identified 35 high-priority fuels reduction projects in the Community
Wildfire Prevention and Mitigation Report (February 22, 2019). The Aptos Emergency
Shaded Fuel Break was one of these priority projects and included the ridgelines within
SDSF connecting to the upper helipad, and to the east and south of SDSF. Forest staff
coordinated with Unit Resource Management, State Parks, neighboring land managers
Redwood Empire, and the Santa Cruz Resource Conservation District (RCD) to complete
the fuel break in the fall along Santa Rosalia Ridge between the forest and The Forest of
Nisene Marks State Park. Masticators were used to reduce ladder fuels along the
strategic ridgeline that had no recorded fire history. The entire project covered 225
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acres of fuel break and prescribed fire treatments in the Summit area of the Santa Cruz
Mountains.

Public Information Notice and Poster for Aptos Emergency Fuel Reduction Project

A road maintenance contract request that was started in December 2018 was
executed in June 2019 after the competitive bid process with funding from Sacramento
Resource Management. Work to reshape sections of road, clean ditches, replace
culverts, and re-rock roads for $59,620 was completed by Bob Pinkard Excavating in
July. This work improved access for emergency response up Sulphur Springs Road to the
upper helipad for fire engines and improved access through the forest along Hihn’s Mill
Road.
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Map of 2019 Road Maintenence Contract Work Points

Training
Noyes attended Company Officer 2A in Half Moon Bay in January and completed
Archaeology Refresher training in March. He assisted the Unit with S212 chainsaw
training in March at the Ben Lomond Conservation Camp and Henry Cowell State Park
with additional classes in April for both A fallers and B fallers. He also assisted the Santa
Cruz City Fire Department to find a suitable site for a realistic environment for their Low
Angle Rope Rescue Operations (LARRO) training, but late rains in May caused wet road
conditions and postponed the training. Noyes also attended ICS-400 training in Redding
in May.
Loma Prieta Fire and Rescue Volunteer Company 36 held a training in the forest in
June with a focus on water tender operations. Filling the remaining water tanks at the
forest was included as part of the training.
Bernheisel planned and attended a one-day workshop on invasive species in April,
along with Noyes and the Santa Cruz Mountains Stewardship Network Invasives Team.
The workshop focused on several subjects including prescribed fire. CAL FIRE VMP
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Coordinators Andy Hubbs and Ed Orre gave presentations to the group about planning
and conducting prescribed burns with CAL FIRE.
Bernheisel attended the CAL FIRE Duty Chief Training in Redding in May, along
with other Division Chiefs from CZU. She and Noyes completed chipper training in June
to operate the new SDSF chipper. Bernheisel coordinated a full-day CEQA training with
CAL FIRE Deputy Chief for Environmental Protection Chris Browder in June for CAL FIRE
staff and local cooperators. A total of 25 representatives from multiple agencies across
three counties attended. She also attended the California Licensed Foresters Association
fall workshop in Anderson on Alternative Uses for Forest Biomass.
Bernheisel and Cameron attended Fi$Cal training at Unit Headquarters in late
April, and forest staff completed cyber security training in the spring. Thek completed
Defensive Driver authorization and attended the Women in Wildfire Training camp in the
Los Padres National Forest in early November.
The Monterey Bay Search Dogs group continued to use the forest for training
search dogs under a Special Use Permit for education and training. The group tested
canines in June, and the dogs successfully passed the search tasks in a difficult and
steep area of the forest. In October, the group held a special night training at the forest
for canines to log nighttime hours. Six canines and their handlers spent the night in the
forest near Badger Spring. They are affiliated with the Santa Cruz County Sheriff’s
Department Search and Rescue Team and the California Task Force 3 Urban Search and
Rescue team.

Timber Management
During the winter, lopping and erosion control measures were continued in the
Meridian Timber Harvesting Plan (THP #1-15-139 SCR) area, and in February 3,000
California coast redwood seedlings were planted by the Licensed Timber Operator with
assistance from De Anda, Noyes and Bond. Trees were planted at pre-selected sites
chosen to increase survival rates. A road segment within the Meridian THP area that had
become saturated was repaired during the dry season under an amendment to the THP
after consultation with California Geologic Survey (CGS) Geologist Cheryl Hayhurst and
representatives from California Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). During the summer, a firewood
operator hauled firewood remaining on landings in the timber sale area and completed
additional clean-up and skidding of residual downed hardwoods, totaling 200 cords. CAL
FIRE and Santa Cruz County inspectors toured the Meridian THP with forest staff for the
Final Work Completion inspection on November 19. The final cutting report for the
completed Meridian Timber sale showed a sale volume of 2,428.78 MBF1 and

1

MBF- A thousand board feet. Board Foot- the amount of wood contained in an unfinished board 1 in thick, 12 in long and 12 in wide.
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$1,427,405.82 in revenue (collected in 2017 and 2018) to the Forest Resource
Improvement Fund that funds the State Forest program.

Redwood seedling planting in the West Unit of the Meridian Timber Harvesting Plan area

Hardwood harvesting in the Meridian THP

Forest staff marked trees for the Longridge Timber Harvesting Plan (1-18-047SCR) that was approved in August 2018 and planned to be bid in 2020. In the fall,
Noyes and Thek began work on a new timber harvesting plan in the Sulphur Springs
area of the forest.
One major goal regarding roads and improvements that was added to the 2014
General Forest Management Plan was to install a permanent, year-round crossing of
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Soquel Creek at Longridge Road. The old crossing was a seasonal-only low-water
crossing that was problematic for use due to permitting, listed species protection
requirements and maintenance. A bridge at this location was needed to provide better
access for forest management, emergency response and a coordinated evacuation route
for the Longridge Road neighborhood. The Longridge Bridge was permitted through the
Longridge Timber Harvesting Plan and the Lake and Streambed Alteration permit with
CDFW. Funding was provided through Sacramento Resource Management for this forest
management capital improvement project. Bernheisel coordinated two contracts that
were finalized in 2019 for the Longridge Bridge: one to procure the pre-fabricated bridge
from Big R Manufacturing, based in Colorado, for $117,000 plus tax, and the other for
the bridge installation by Algerine West Construction for $236,445. The contracting
process had to be finalized with DGS and was very long and complicated. The contract
was initiated in December of 2018 and was not completed until just before construction
was to begin in September of 2019.
CGS Geologist Don Lindsay engineered and designed the bridge project and
provided oversight to the bridge installation. The design for the bridge included the use
of modular block wall abutments and a pre-fab steel bridge 16 feet wide by 80 feet long,
built to American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials HL93 code
for traffic load designs. The bridge was delivered in four segments to the neighboring
quarry and quarry operators assisted with unloading the bridge pieces. Installation took
about seven weeks with a crew of three to four personnel depending on the task each
day and was completed in October.

Longridge Bridge delivery and loading
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Longridge Bridge building abutments and completed installation

The Intensive Forest Inventory that was completed in December 2018 was
reviewed by CAL FIRE State Forest Biometrician Jeff Leddy. He analyzed the data for
growth and yield modeling using FORSEE.
Eleven firewood permits (Class 1 Timber Sales) were issued in 2019 for a total of
17 cords at $20 per cord, totaling $340 in revenue to FRIF. All firewood permits expired
on October 15, 2019.

Research
Forest staff worked with local CDFW Fisheries Biologist Jon Jankovitz to complete
fish population monitoring in Soquel Creek, as part of CDFW’s work plan in the region.
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CAL FIRE biologist Stacy Stanish visited the forest to support this work. Noyes
coordinated a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between CAL FIRE and CDFW to
continue the annual electro-fishing data collection at the forest. Forest staff assisted with
the electro-fishing in September as part of the 26th year of collecting fish population
data in the forest. The monitoring effort was missed in summer of 2018 by National
Marine Fisheries Service due to the retirement of key staff. This important data set of
fish populations in the East Branch of Soquel Creek spanned the previous 25 years.
The Herpetological Educational and Research Project, led by retired CAL FIRE
Captain Lawrence Erickson and sanctioned by the North American Field Herping
Association (NAFHA), included eight site visits to the forest in 2019 and 76 records
entered into the North American Herpetological Education and Research Project
database. This research has been conducted in the forest since 2010, and several
volunteers assisted with the surveys throughout the year. Seven of the eight surveys
occurred at sites previously surveyed in order to make comparisons between different
years. New cover boards were installed to enhance reptile and amphibian detection.

New cover boards placed in Amaya Creek in August as part of ongoing herp surveys

Erickson applied to renew his individual Scientific Collecting Permit from CDFW
that covered all his work at the forest for herpetological surveys and reports.
Decontamination procedures were used for footwear and equipment prior to entering
any waterways. In the spring, Foothill Yellow-legged Frogs (FHYL) egg masses were
counted in Amaya Creek and the East Branch of Soquel Creek.
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Foothill Yellow-legged Frog observed in late May in Soquel Creek
Bernheisel met with CGS and the Santa Cruz RCD staff in May to look at
opportunities for additional Large Woody Debris (LWD) project sites in Soquel Creek.
The RCD received funding to help plan and design the new sites and to coordinate
permits as well. In October, CGS Geologist Cheryl Hayhurst and her team visited the
forest for several days to conduct LWD monitoring and to design additional LWD projects
as part of the RCD’s Integrated Watershed Restoration Program.
The Santa Cruz Mountain Puma Project led by Dr. Chris Wilmers of UC Santa Cruz
(UCSC) continued ongoing research. UCSC staff visited sites in the forest to monitor the
distribution and behavior of local mountain lions using GPS telemetry collars and game
cameras. A forest neighbor reported footage of a mountain lion on video from his private
residence.

An uncollared male mountain lion at Longridge crossing that had been seen
repeatedly in the Amaya/ Longridge area
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The puma researchers added a new aspect of their work in the Santa Cruz
mountains, a study aimed at collecting data on how small mammals are affected by
human disturbance by using attractive bait and randomized audio playback of human
voices. Noyes met with a postdoctoral student from the Puma Project to review plans for
additional research methods and projects at the forest.
Students from the Blekinge Institute of Technology in Karlskrona, Sweden toured
the forest in the spring and provided a copy of their master’s thesis titled Sustainable
Landscape Conservation and Human Well-Being—A Study of the Santa Cruz Mountains
Stewardship Network. The main conclusion of their study was “that by operating within
the sustainability principles and using a landscape conservation approach, organizations
can contribute directly or indirectly to human well-being and the health of ecosystems.
Some of the benefits for humans are an increase in physical and mental health and
having the opportunity to find meaning by being out in nature”.

Recreation
Mountain bikers remained the largest group of recreational users of the forest, and
many of these visitors volunteered for trail work days. Noyes worked with the Mountain
Bikers of Santa Cruz (MBoSC) to coordinate three “Dig Days” on the Flow Trail in
January, February and April with dozens of volunteers. Some work days were
rescheduled due to high winds, and the Flow Trail was closed for a few days in the
spring due to wet trail conditions. Local businesses sponsored the trail work days by
providing participants with food and beverages. Major repairs to the Flow Trail were
completed along with brushing and armoring wet areas with pavers and rock, and the
trail was reopened on April 12. Regular trail maintenance was completed with MBoSC
and drop-in volunteers on Fridays in the spring and fall. Work was focused on Braille
Trail and the Flow Trail and included a re-route of an eroded section of Ridge Trail to
allow for ATV administrative and emergency access to the top of Santa Rosalia
Mountain.
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MBoSC volunteers clean tools at the end of a work day to avoid the spread of
forest pathogens like Sudden Oak Death

Sign on Flow Trail Intersecting Tractor Road cautioning bike riders to yield to log
trucks
Special Use Permits were issued to returning groups including the Monterey Bay
Search Dogs for recurring canine training, Trailhead Cyclery for a special group ride
“Girls Rock” in July, and the Ride Guides for four mountain biking workshops. A new
applicant, Ride The Redwoods, was issued a permit after two revisions for mountain bike
skills days in August and November. The organization Forage SF held three mushroom
workshops at the forest in January and February under a permit for educational and
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scientific purposes. Some requests for permits were denied for bike demos and filming
for a company producing alcoholic beverages. Fees collected for Special Use Permits
totaled $1650.

Participants in a Winter Mushroom Workshop held under a Special Use Permit
A group making a documentary film about mountain biking and managed lands
filmed at the forest for two days in the fall under their California Film Commission
permit. Bernheisel was interviewed to discuss the goals of the forest and the relationship
with the Mountain Bikers of Santa Cruz. The film planned to highlight the benefits of
public lands beyond their recreational value.
Ridge Trail was closed to forest visitors in the fall during weekdays while the fuel
reduction project along Santa Rosalia ridge was in operation. The closure included the
section of trail from Aptos Creek Fire Road in The Forest of Nisene Marks State Park to
Sulphur Springs Road, and covered several weeks in October and November. The trail
was reopened on November 6.
Plans to build a re-routed section of Sawpit Trail were started after timber
harvesting operations in the Meridian THP area were completed. Noyes collaborated with
MBoSC on plans and designs for the trail reroute. Educational information was provided
to mountain bikers on forest management and local forestry history in relation to the
public outreach campaign for volunteers for the rerouting of Sawpit Trail.
Interest in mushroom foraging at the forest increased during the fall of 2019.
Cameron and Thek attended the Fungus Federation of Santa Cruz’s October meeting,
issued 38 mushroom gathering permits and gave updates about SDSF. A total of 119
permits for personal use were issued in 2019, including some families who shared a
permit, which was a significant increase over past years.
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Eagle Scout Troop and new sign board
A new sign board was installed in August on Ridge Trail as part of a local Eagle
Scout Project. Under the guidance of Noyes, Eagle Scout Justin Peck designed, fundraised, built, and coordinated volunteers who helped install the signboard.

Education
In August, Bernheisel, Noyes, and Unit Resource Management staff facilitated a
field tour for the Spotlight Stewardship program that is part of the SCMSN. The Spotlight
Stewardship program is an education initiative for community leaders, elected officials
and other influential figures about unique environmental issues facing the Santa Cruz
Mountains, and was modeled after the Farm Bureau’s Focus Ag program. The day-long
tour focused on resource management and wildland fire response. The group viewed
areas in the forest including the Comstock Mill THP area and the shaded fuel break
project along Comstock Mill Road and Robinwood Lane. They toured part of the Aptos
Emergency Shaded Fuel Break along Hinckley Ridge, and areas of the 2018 Buzzard
Fire, the 2016 Loma Fire and the 2016 Summit Fire.
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Spotlight field tour of 2016 Loma Fire area and the Comstock Mill THP area

Bernheisel and Noyes continued their participation in the monthly local meetings of
the California Licensed Foresters Association. They hosted the October meeting at the
forest for the group to tour the Longridge Bridge project. The local foresters were served
breakfast in the forest and had a presentation by CGS Engineer Don Lindsay about the
new bridge. The group also got a tour of the Aptos Emergency Shaded Fuel Break
project from Unit VMP Coordinator Andy Hubbs.
Forest staff provided a field trip to a high school environmental science class in
January and presented students with concepts such as silviculture, timber inventories,
and watershed management. They toured some of the Large Woody Debris project sites
and practiced using forestry instruments.
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Field Trip to Soquel Creek and Amaya Pond with students from Kirby School
In April, Bernheisel and Noyes led a field tour for students from a Swedish
university as part of their research into sustainability. The tour introduced students to
forestry and the people who work in the woods. Their previous work was focused on the
urban environment. They also visited other managed forests in the Santa Cruz
mountains and reported that they considered shifting their focus to more natural lands
rather than development focused topics.
Noyes was part of a panel presentation on wildfire at Santa Clara University in
May. Forest staff assisted with the annual Forestry Challenge in October. Thek led some
of the field exercises, and Noyes served on the “Ask a Forester” panel.
An outdoor skills class from West Valley Community College held a three-day Low
Angle Rope Rescue training at the forest in late November by special use permit. The
group was led by Loma Prieta Fire and Rescue Fire Captain Alex Leman.

Emergency Response and Law Enforcement
CAL FIRE engines, Loma Prieta Fire and Rescue Volunteers, and forest staff
responded to ten requests for medical aid by injured mountain bikers on the forest in
2019. Patients in half of these requests declined ambulance transport against medical
advice but requested transport out of the forest to a personal vehicle. Three injuries
occured on the Flow Trail, one on Ridge Trail, and the other six were in various other
locations in the forest.
In the summer the locks on the gate at the main entrance to the forest were cut
and the gate lock had to be repaired.
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Annual Financial Summary (Form RM-25)
Soquel Demonstration State Forest 2019 Calendar Year

2

Type

Expenditures

Revenues

Sales: Class 1

0

$340

Sales: Class 3

0

0

Sales: Map

0

0

Sales: Camping Fees

0

0

Sales: Special Use Permits

0

$1650

Sales: Miscellaneous

0

0

Road Use Fees

0

0

Administration: Personnel

$486,340

0

Administration: Base
Operating

$74,963

0

Capital Investment:
Recreation

0

0

Capital Investment: Roads

Road Maintenance Contract2 0

Capital Investment:
Facilities (other than
Recreation Infrastructure)

Longridge Bridge2

0

Capital Investment:
Reforestation and Timber
Stand Improvement

$3,000 (seedlings)

0

Capital Investment: Land

0

0

Surveying

0

0

Sacramento Funds
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Type

Expenditures

Revenues

Research and
Demonstration

0

0

In-Lieu Property Tax (based $6743
on current fiscal year
Property Tax bill)

0

Yield Tax (paid by timber
purchaser)

0

0

Total

$571,046

$1990

Balance Total

$569,056

0
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Annual Report of Timber Cut (Form RM-23)
Soquel Demonstration State Forest
Commercial Sales from January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019
Forest Products Convertible to Board Feet
Product
(give
dimensions)

Conversion
Factor

Number of
Pieces, Cords,
Lineal Feet,
etc.

MBF

Value

MBF

0

0

0

0

Cords

0

0

0

0

Christmas
Trees

0

0

0

0

Posts (size)

0

0

0

0

Shingle Bolts

0

0

0

0

Poles (size)

0

0

0

0

Grape Stakes

0

0

0

0

Shakes

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTALS

Miscellaneous Forest Products- Not Convertible to Board Feet
Kind

Unit

Quantity

Value

Firewood

Cord

17

$340

Hardwood

Ton

0

0

Seedlings

Each

0

0

Totals

cords

17

$340
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No Forest Products were cut for Department Use (i.e. fire stations).

Approved by: Angela Bernheisel
Title: Forest Manager
Signature: Angela Bernheisel
Date submitted: 8/13/2020

Statistical Data
Soquel Demonstration State Forest
2019 Calendar Year
Administration: Number of Cases of Rights of Way, Leases, or Trespass Cases processed
or Pending: 0
Protection
Number of Fires: 0
Acres Burned: 0
Fire Patrol Person-Days: 40
Number of Campfire Permits Issued: 0
Number of Trees Treated for Insects: 0

Number of Acres Covered: 0
Control Methods Used: none
Number of Contract Acres Treated for Disease: 0
Number of State Acres Treated for Disease: 0
Number of Pest Detection Reports Submitted: 0
Number of Snags Felled or Removed for Hazard Reduction: 12
Acres Treated for Hazard Reduction: 10 acres
Roadsides Treated for Hazard Reduction (in miles): 2.25

Salvage Volume (mbf): 0
Acres of Slash Abated or Cleanup for Hazard Reduction: 0
Fuel Treatment Acres: 10 acres
Timber Stand Management
Number of Timber Sales Class 1 (Firewood Permits): 17
Number of Timber Sales Class 3: 0
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Number of Trees and Acres Pruned, Thinned or Released: 0

Number of Acres Planted: 100
Number of Trees Planted: 3,000
Inventory Plots Established. Size of Plot: 1/5 acre.
Number of Inventory Plots: 0
Acres Cruised: 0
Engineering. Boundary surveyed and Posted-to-Date: 42%
Outreach, Number of Occasions: 15
Events, Number of Occasions: 1

Tours, Number of Occasions: 5
Number of Experiments and Demonstration Projects Approved: 10
Number Completed: 4
Experiments and Demonstrations Reports Submitted: Fish population, Stream
temperature monitoring, Trail counters, Large Woody Debris photo monitoring,
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Capital Improvements
Main Timber Access Roads Total: 8.8 miles

Spur Timber Access Roads Total: 7 miles
Firebreaks New Construction: 0 miles
Firebreaks Total: 7 miles
Trail New Construction: 0
Trails Total: 12.2 miles
Bridges New construction: 1
Bridges Total Number: 3
Campgrounds Total: 1
Picnic Grounds Total: 4
Picnic Units Total: 9
Recreation
Hiking: 5,000 Visitor Days
Mountain Biking: 35,000 Visitor Days
Total: 40,000 Visitor Days
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